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Information in Documents

Text information
Considered as the “fundamental” one
Used for many purposes – indexing, 
classification, information extraction, …

Visual information
Very important for some kinds of documents
Some proposals in last few years



Role of visual information

Especially important in web documents
Adds a contextual information to the text

Allows its interpretation
Many documents cannot be understood 
without visual cues





Types of Visual Information

Visual properties of the text
Differentiating the importance of individual 
parts (highlighting)
Structure hints – various levels of headings, 
labels

Page layout
Divides the page to visual areas
Mutual positions on the page



Page segmentation

Splitting the page to visual areas (blocks)
Usually, the areas may be nested
Basically based on a combination of

Finding basic blocks in the page
Finding separators that divide the page or the 
blocks







Use of Page Segmentation

Information extraction
Creating a logical model of the page

Information retrieval
Considering the importance of different blocks

Data mining (web content mining)
Data cleaning phase
Document classification, clustering, …
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Visual Area Hierarchy

We assign the identifiers v0 to vn to the 
visual areas
We obtain a tree of identifiers
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Data Mining

Visual area classification
Some visual areas correspond to the 
thematical focus of the page
Some have no importance (advertisement, 
navigation, …)

The goal is to discover the importance of 
individual areas for the mining process



Isn’t the Importance Subjective?

A study published in [song02]
600 web pages from 405 sites: news, science 
and shopping
Five testers deciding the importance level:

1. noisy information (advertisement)
2. useful but not relevant (navigation)
3. relevant information (related topics, index)
4. main information content



Results

The majority (3 of 5) testers takes the 
same decision
For all four levels: for 92.9% of blocks
With levels 2 and 3 merged: 99.5%
With levels 1, 2, 3 merged: 100%



Discovering Block Importance

1. Discover the visual blocks
2. Extract the features of each blocks

e.g. block position or contents
3. Compute the importance

A function of block features
Constructed by machine learning algorithms



Block features

Spatial features
BlockCenterX, BlockCenterY, BlockRectWidth, 
BlockRectHeight
Relative to page (or window) width and height

Content features
Number and size of contained images
Number and text length of contained links
Number of words in the text
Numbers and sizes of interactive fields and forms



Computing the Importance

Using fixed rules
Unstable, too many features

Machine learning
We need a set of examples
Various algorithms

Neural networks
Support vector machines
…



Page segmentation algorithms

1. DOM based segmentation
2. Position-based segmentation
3. Vision-based segmentation (VIPS)



DOM

Document Object Model – W3C 
Recommendation
Basically, an HTML (or XML) document is 
modeled as a tree of nodes
Most important types of nodes are

Document – the root node
Element – any HTML/XML element
Text – atomic portion of text



DOM Tree
Document

DocumentType

Element [html]

Element [head] Element [body]

Text

<!DOCTYPE …>
<html>
<head>
…
</head>
<body>

Some text
</body>

</html>



Elements in HTML

Inline elements
They can contain inline elements and text 
only

Block elements
They can contain any elements and text

Consequence: block elements provide a 
coarse division of the page



Naïve approach

HTML elements that can be used for 
creating a visual block:

Document body <body>
Table, table cell <table><td><th>
List, list item <ol><ul><dl><li><dt><dd>
Paragraph <p>
Generic block <div>



Naïve approach (II)

We assume each such element forms a 
visual area
We obtain a hierarchy of visual areas
The root is formed by the <body> element



Naïve approach (III)

There is a single element <hr> that can 
be used as a separator
This element splits a visual block



Basic problems

Some block elements are only used as 
containers with no visual impact

We obtain some “virtual” visual blocks
Some real visual blocks are creating by a 
group of block elements

Some block should have been joined
=> The results are not accurate



Possible improvements

Detecting block groups
By looking for regular patterns in DOM 
paths

E.g. items of a menu usually have similar 
HTML code

By guessing a function of the block
Additional visual features
Detection of interactive elements and links



What about CSS

CSS may significantly change the visual 
presentation of an HTML code
New separators

Different types of borders, margins
Totally new page layout

Flotaing blocks, block positioning, …



Page segmentation algorithms

1. DOM based segmentation
2. Position-based segmentation
3. Vision-based segmentation (VIPS)



Position Based Segmentation

We work with a rendered documents
We know absolute positions and sizes of all 
objects

All CSS styles can be considered
Independent on the underlying DOM
Similar methods exist for PDF documents 
as well



Segmentation approaches

Top-down approach
We represent the page as a single block
We attempt to divide this block recursively

Bottom-up approach
We start with the smallest atomic boxes
We attempt to merge the boxes into larger 
blocks if possible



Objects and separators

Let’s define a page Ω=(Ο,Φ,δ)
where

O=(O1, O1, … O1) is a finite set of objects
Φ=(Φ1, Φ1 , … Φ1) is a finite set of horizontal 
and vertical separators
δ is a relation: δ=OxO→ Φ∪{NULL}



Example of a top-down approach

[Gu02]
We segment the page into blocks

Separator detection by projection on X and Y 
axes

Similar blocks are merged
Based on block similarity
HTML tag name, alignment, font size, font 
face, …



Problems

In some cases, the separators are not 
detected

Overlapping objects, border separators
The object merging algorithm is based on 
many weights and thresholds



Page segmentation algorithms

1. DOM based segmentation
2. Position-based segmentation
3. Vision-based segmentation (VIPS)



The VIPS algorithm

[Cai03]
Combines the DOM structure with visual 
cues
Three steps:

1. Block extraction
2. Separator detection
3. Content structure construction



Block extraction

Obtain blocks elements from DOM
Decide if the element forms a single visual 
block

Based on properties of the block and child 
elements
Several cues: background color, amount of 
text, size, <hr> separator



Block extraction

If a visual block was detected
Put it into a pool of detected blocks
Continue with finding separators

… else
Continue with child nodes recursively



Separator detection

Horizontal and vertical separators
Separator is a rectangle in the page
We take the visual blocks and update the 
separators

Block inside: split the separator
Block crosses the separator: change the separator 
size
Blocks covers the separator: remove the separator



Separator weights

We assign weights to separators that 
depends on

The distance between blocks
The <hr> separators (greater weight)
Difference of the visual blocks

Background color
Font size and weight



Content Structure Construction

We define a Degree of Coherence of each 
visual block
We start with the separators with the 
lowest weight and join the visual boxes 
until a requested DoC is reached



Pros and cons

Probably the best approach from the 
mentioned ones
Still relies on the DOM tree

CSS layout can be considered
What about CSS borders as separators?



Extending VIPS

Let’s abstract from DOM
Create a complete layout of the page

We obtain block positions and sizes
Create a new tree of block nesting

What about the partially overlapped blocks?
Apply the algorithm on this tree



Specified vs. Real Size

The size of a block includes margins, 
border, padding and the content box
When border is visible, the border 
rectangle should be considered
Otherwise, only the content box should be 
considered



Content Size

Block content needn’t fill the whole content 
box

There may be some floating objects, margins, 
etc.
The block should be cut to the real size



Extending separators

CSS borders should be considered
There already exist an algorithm for block 
merging in CSS: the margin collapsing 
algorithm



What has been done

A CSS preprocessing tool
Transforms a HTML document + CSS styles 
to a single document with inline styles
Available as a web service

A CSS layout engine
Determines the positions of the blocks
Creates the nesting tree



Beyond the Visual Segments

The logical relations among blocks not 
necessarily correspond to the visual 
nesting
Next step is the discovery of a logical 
structure of the page



A trivial example

A Simple Page

•First option
•Second option
•Third option
•Fourth option

Main menu Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Sed eu
turpis. Cum sociis
natoque penatibus et
magnis dis parturient
montes, nascetur
ridiculus mus. Nulla
rhoncus congue est. 
Integer elementum nisl ac
pede. 



Finding the Logical Structure

Create the tree of visual areas
Apply the weights of the content
The weight depends on how much the text 
is highlighted in the page

Font size
Font weight, color, decoration



Visual Area Hierarchy

We assign the identifiers v0 to vn to the 
visual areas
We obtain a tree of identifiers
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Text Features

Text element: a string between two subsequent 
HTML tags
The text is a sequence of text elements e1 to en

),,,( iiiii wxvse =

si – the text string
vi – visual area identifier
xi – markedness
wi – weight



Markedness and Weight

Markedness: how important the text seems to be
Font size
Weight, style, decoration
Colour

Weight: the position in the hierarchy of headings.
Element markedness
Element position

Elements inside a block of text have the same weight
Elementy at the beginning can have higher weight

Punctuation
E.g. Title: Information Extraction



Text Properties (example)

Sample Text
A sample text paragraph containing some text. Some 
words are more important than the others. The 
importance can be expressed various ways.

Another paragraph
Again, it contains some text. Some words are more 
important than the others. The importance can be 
expressed various ways.



Visual Information Model

Tree of visual areas Sequence of text 
elementsv0

(s1, v1, x1, w1)
(s2, v2, x2, w2)
(s3, v3, x3, w3)
…
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Logical Document Structure

Hierarchy of text elements in the 
document
Transformation of visual information in 
two steps
1. Creating a tree of text elements that respects 

the visual area nesting
2. Applying the element weights inside  the 

areas



Additional Aspects

There exist other relations that may be 
expressed

Car sales

Year
Country City 2004 2005

Canada Toronto 890 720

USA New York 828 713



Use of Logical Structure

Information extraction
Particular data identification

Document indexing
Structured queries

Content adoption
Mobile devices, voice readers, …
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